Dear Parents,

It was the exam season and the first semester in the month of September-October was successfully ended. Your involvement is an integral part of a successful academic experience.

The main block of Summative Examination-I started on Saturday 19th September 2015. Thus, to reach the unique and innate personal potential of the students, a thorough and organised revision program was undertaken.

Giving a perfect upbringing to a child is a joint venture of both the parents. Thus, in order to understand and discuss about various issues that you face with the kids day in and day out, the school organized “Parents Workshop”. We look forward to hearing your suggestions that have worked challenges, that have surfaced and successes you celebrate.

Music is a fantastic peacekeeper of the world, it is integral to harmony and required fundamental of human emotion. So, to rejuvenate along with tight schedule of revision for examination, students also pursued their extracurricular interest passionately by participating in “Junior Idol Competition” organized by L. P. Savani group of schools.

Also, they enliven the concept of teaching and learning by celebrating Teachers day on 5th September in the school.

At last, I would like to take the opportunity to appreciate your support and efforts with gratitude for managing and arranging everything for your and my dear ones in these pressurized weeks and month...almost there..
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